
Day 2 slides shown at debate



The difficulty of arguing against the lab leak theory is that there are so many different lab 
leak objections for every topic.

I need to put in extensive work to debunk every objection.

As the goalposts keep shifting, new objections crop up.

For instance, here’s what we went through in the first debate:



Stages of Market Denial:

• The first case wasn’t at the market
• The first two cases were visitors to the market
• There are actually lots of early cases, besides the market
• The data is biased
• Cases won’t be centered on the market anyways
• It’s actually just the mahjong room
• The market is actually a super likely place for a cluster to start
• It’s the ventilation                                                                                                  (I think maybe we made it to here?)
• Sure it’s centered on the market, but that’s because it’s the Wuhan CDC
• Even if the raccoon dogs were sick, it’s still a lab leak



Stages of Denial, inside market:

• There were no animals at the market (after WHO report)
• There were raccoon dogs in 2014, but what about 2019? (after eddie holmes photo)
• There were raccoon dogs in 2019, but what about December 2019? (after xiao xiao paper)
• There was raccoon dog DNA, but the human DNA was removed (Alina Chan)
• There was raccoon dog DNA, but those samples were negative (Steven Quay)
• There was raccoon dog DNA in positive samples, but it’s not correlated to covid RNA
• There was raccoon dog DNA in positive samples, but not enough covid RNA reads        we are here, maybe?
• Even if the raccoon dogs were sick, it’s still a lab leak

Inside the market, I think it went something like this



Stages of Denial for two spillovers:

• Lineage B may have started at the market but Lineage A came first
• Actually, proCov2 came even earlier than Lineage A
• The Lineage A sample at the market is mutated/fake/unimportant/something
• There are actually intermediate genomes
• Even if there were 2 lineages, the 2 lineages came from the lab.

We’re going to have a similar conversation today



 Yuri said a few slides before this that he
thinks that each reversion mutation has a
frequency of 3%. Here he’s saying that
2 such reversions happened in one market
sample, during culturing. The odds of 2
reversions would be 1 in 1,100.

But the odds of this happening are actually much lower – 1 in 1,100 would be the odds of 2 random reversions.

Here they’re saying it’s 2 specific reversions that happen to match the exact 2 reversions that are important.

There are 30,000 possible nucleotides for each mutation.

The odds of seeing the right two are more like (1 in 30,000)2 , or 1 in 900 million.

This is one of the few claims in this debate that we can dismiss outright as statistically impossible.

Let’s start with an easy one. Could the lineage A sample at the market have mutated from B to A?



I claim the odds of one infected person at the Wuhan lab making it across town to the market to cause the first 
cluster there are about 1 in 10,000. We can, of course, argue about the exact number.

If Rootclaim wants to say that lineage A and lineage B both leaked from the lab, and then were found centered on
the market, I get to square the odds of that, to 1 in 100 million against that happening.

I don’t know why they are presenting this option, it’s an improbable thing that hurts their case.

Next up, could there have been two spillovers at the lab?



• Which came first, lineage A or lineage B?

• What’s the deal with proCov2? Could that have come before lineage A?

• Were there intermediate genomes, or not?

Now, the next points of discussion are much more interesting, 
and these will be good conversations to have:



Let’s start with proCoV2, that’s the easiest



Summary of the claim:

Lineage A is 2 mutations closer to known bat viruses than Lineage B, so maybe it’s the ancestor

Some Lineage A genomes also have either mutation C18060T or C29095T, both of which are
even closer to known bat viruses.



First off, Jesse Bloom didn’t actually find 18060T genomes
proCov2 is assumed to have 18060T, but these genomes were only sequenced
from 21,570 to 29,550, so we don’t actually know what they have at position 18060.
When they say “no substitutions from proCov2”, that’s meaningless. Likely, most or all of these have 18060C.



But there were some genomes with 18060T, even if Bloom didn’t find any.

These genomes have either 18060T or 29095T.

So, only one of them could be the progenitor virus and the other one must be a reversion.

That alone should prove that reversions are possible.

But, what are the odds of one reversion? What are the odds of two reversions?



Here’s one clue – the odds of each possible mutation in SARS2.
C -> T is the most common mutation, and all these reversions are C -> T.



We can also calculate the odds of 2 reversions

There are 1,200 nucleotide differences
between SARS-CoV-2 and RATG-13.

The odds one mutation would affect one of these: 1,200/30,000 = 4%

There are at least 41 observed mutations off the lineage A root.
(depending on how you count the double mutations, if you
counted those as 1, it would only be 28 mutations).

The odds of zero reversions = 0.96^41 = 18%
The odds of one reversion = 82%
The odds of two reversions = 67%

Strictly speaking, that’s just the odds of a mutation at one
of those sites, not a reversion. But C->T is the most common
mutation, so the odds of a C->T reversion won’t be much
lower than that. Yuri suggested it was 3% odds of a reversion.

You can change the math to use 3%, then it’s one reversion = 71%, two reversions = 50%
Any way you look at it, 2 reversions is not something unlikely.



The next thought I had was: we have lineage B as a control group.

If there are random reversions off of lineage A, are there also random reversions off of lineage B?

And it turns out there are. I thought about the best way to visualize this.

Remember this graph from Pekar 2022?



I recreated the graph and drew reversions into it. Lineage B has 2 or 3 reversions before the Lineage A reversions show up.
Here’s a plot of mutations over time. The Y axis is mutations relative to the outgroup (I used RATG13).
If lineage B is set at 0 mutations, then lineage A is -2.
Lineage B reversions show up as -1, Lineage A reversions as -3.



How we measure mutations is arbitrary, though.
We can also graph mutations relative to Lineage B, instead of the outgroup, and now all the reversions are positive numbers.



And then, I read Pekar 2022 to see how he thought about this, and he also catalogued
lots and lots of reversions off of lineage A and lineage B. This is what he wrote:

“Most reversions were C-to-T mutations (19 of 23, 82.6%), matching the 

mutational bias of SARS-CoV-2 (15–17). Genomes with C-to-T reversions 

can be found within lineage A, including C18060T (lineage A.1; for example, 

WA1) and C29095T (for example, 20SF012), as well as C24023T, C25000T, 

C4276T, and C22747T in mid-late January and February 2020. Hence, triple 

revertant genomes, such as WA1 and 20SF012, are neither unique nor 

rare.”

“We also identified a lineage A genome (Malaysia/MKAK-CL-2020-

6430/2020), sampled on 4 February 2020 from a Malaysian citizen traveling 

from Wuhan whose only four mutations from Hu-1 are all reversions 

(lineage A.1+T6025C) (Fig. 1). Therefore, no highly revertant haplotype can 

automatically be assumed to represent the MRCA of SARS-CoV-2, 

especially when these reversions are most often the result of C-to-T 

mutations. We continue to observe these reversion patterns throughout the 

pandemic, including in the emergence of World Health Organization 

(WHO)–named variants (figs. S15 and S16).”

Pekar also found one genome from Malaysia which had another reversion even closer to
the bat virus outgroup. But that doesn’t mean it’s the origin of Covid, because it’s one random genome:

https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/science.abp8337#core-R15
https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/science.abp8337#core-R17
https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/science.abp8337#F1


Instead of just assuming that whichever genome is closest to the bat virus outgroup is the origin of covid,
Pekar built a Bayesian model to estimate the odds of each of these lineages being the origin of covid.

His model selects against 18060T and 29095T with extremely high odds.



For an intuitive explanation – if 18060T or 29095T were the base lineages, there should be a lot more
genomes like that, and those should show up a lot earlier.

Also, C -> T is more common than T -> C, so you’d need to have the less common mutation happen
right away without leaving much trace. That’s unlikely.

Pekar’s model shows that the most common type of evolutionary tree is a polytomy, which is the graph on the left:

The middle graph is what rules out a C/C ancestor. And the final graph is what makes 2 lineages unlikely.

https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/science.abp8337


You can also draw a polytomy like this, with
the base lineage in the center, and all the
descendant lineages sticking out from it.

(Lineage A and B are polytomies)



We can also use real world data from the
pandemic to show that a polytomy
is the typical outcome for a single
introduction of Covid.

That’s what happened in Xinfadi market,
after a single introduction from frozen fish.

All the cases formed a single polytomy.

https://academic.oup.com/view-large/figure/267343648/nwaa264fig1.jpeg


Another example is Victoria, Australia, mid-2020.

A single escape from a quarantine hotel caused
a single polytomy.

(marked as “G” in this diagram).

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S246826672100133X#fig3


Another is the Seattle covid outbreak, in March 2020

https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/science.abc0523


Another is a single introduction of covid in Russia:

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC10385080/


Another example is the
2020 Louisiana mardi gras

https://www.cell.com/cell/fulltext/S0092-8674(21)00889-8?_returnURL=https%3A%2F%2Flinkinghub.elsevier.com%2Fretrieve%2Fpii%2FS0092867421008898%3Fshowall%3Dtrue


Another is the diamond princess cruise ship.

That’s a single introduction, and a single polytomy.

And it’s the same thing in many other places:

Lombardy, Italy 2020

Delta wave in New Zealand

Single introductions to California nursing homes

Several outbreaks in Minnesota

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-020-20688-x/figures/2
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-022-31784-5
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8385848/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8314815/


The emergence of Omicron also appears to be a single polytomy. Data here, discussion here.
(of course, it’s less clear how omicron emerged, whether that was a single immunocompromised patient or what)

https://nextstrain.org/groups/neherlab/ncov/21K-diversity
https://twitter.com/CorneliusRoemer/status/1465398686159187969


Are there any real world counter-examples?

Alex Washburne cites Austria in spring 2020 as an
example of multiple polytomies. But this actually
confirms the point, as most of these were separate
introductions.

Tyrol-1 was introduced from one person from
North America, and it’s a single polytomy.

Vienna-2 and Tyrol-2 are separate introductions.

The bottom 3 clusters here look possibly connected
(by one mutation, not two). But those are likely
separate introductions, as well:

Vienna-1 is from an index patient from Italy.
Vienna-3 is connected to cluster OG, an
independent travel-associated cluster. 
Tyrol-3 is connected to cluster D, another
independent travel-associated cluster.

https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/scitranslmed.abe2555


So, single polytomies have continued
showing up through out the pandemic.

Reversions have also continued
happening, throughout the pandemic

Figure from Pekar et al, 2022



Covid transmission is overdispersed



Early in the pandemic, we all heard about R0: the average number of people each covid patient infects

But there’s another important parameter called k, which is a measure of how uneven the transmission is.

Image source

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7338915/


When you think of R0 = 2-3, you think that means that most people transmit covid to 2-3 people.
But most people transmit covid to 0 people, while a few transmit it to 100 people.
Here’s a negative binomial vs a poisson distribution, both these have R0 = 2.6

Image source

https://journals.plos.org/plosbiology/article?id=10.1371/journal.pbio.3000897


Negative binomial distributions can sometimes grow faster, but growth rate evens out after some time

Image source

Fig 2. Example trajectories of NB and Poisson 
branching processes.
Figure shows example trajectories (in number 
of active infections versus generation) of NB 
and Poisson branching processes and 
cumulative infection sizes after 6 generations 
of spread. Both simulations start with 1 
infection and have the same R0 = 2.6. For NB 
branching process, we assume dispersion 
parameter k = 0.16, same as SARS-CoV-1. We 
run all simulations 10,000 times. Dashed red 
lines represent theoretical values in the 
large-population limit , where I is number of 
active infections, and n is number of 
generations. Solid blue lines are the mean 
values of all simulations including those that 
have not taken off, which overlap with the 
theoretical values when the susceptibles are 
not depleted. Solid orange lines are the mean 
value for simulations that took off, and the 
outbreaks appear more explosive in the first 
few generations in the NB simulations. Both 
number of active cases and cumulative 
infections are in log10 scale.

https://journals.plos.org/plosbiology/article?id=10.1371/journal.pbio.3000897#pbio-3000897-g002


Negative binomial distributions cause a higher extinction rate than poisson distributions:

Image source

https://journals.plos.org/plosbiology/article?id=10.1371/journal.pbio.3000897#pbio-3000897-g002


• Why it’s more likely for a pandemic to start in a big city.

• Why certain countries did better during the pandemic (i.e. Japan took measures to prevent clusters)

• Why Rootclaim’s idea that a lab leak would show up at the market is very unlikely:
Covid tends to either go extinct or spread widely. It’s hard for it to transmit at low
levels for a long period of time. It doesn’t get to spread person to person slowly and try
lots of different places in the city to figure out which one is the best superspreader location
(until it finds the magical mahjong closet). It will either go extinct or it will start a cluster
at the first suitable location it hits (either the lab or perhaps some random location nearby).

Overdispersion helps explain a few things:



proCov2 history



The history of the proCov2 theory is kind of fun.

Kumar originally wrote a paper saying that there’s a different proCov2, 
with 4 mutations relative to Lineage A, but that ultimately got downgraded to 1 mutation



Kumar, 2020 version,

he says that proCov2
has the mutations:
C2416T
C19524T
C23929T
C18060T

https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.09.24.311845v2.full.pdf


Kumar, 2021 version,

It looks like maybe
those first 18 genomes
were misplaced
somehow, now it’s just:
C18060T

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8135569/


You can see the unlikeliness of Kumar’s
theory by just graphing

C -> T (green, more likely)
and T -> C (red, less likely)
in his diagram.

His scenario has a lot of red (unlikely) mutations,
right at the beginning, and then all the subsequent
covid evolution was green.



The 2020 version (but not 2021 version) can be disproven, via this Spyros Lytras thread

https://twitter.com/SpyrosLytras/status/1499189022836629506




The closest bat viruses to SARS-CoV-2 are still ~1,000 mutations away, so we
don’t actually know what nucleotides the ancestor virus had at those positions.

We don’t know whether it had any of these proCov2 mutations.

We don’t know for sure whether it was closer to lineage A or lineage B.



Lineage A / Lineage B
Two spillovers at the market



Any theory of lineage A and B has to account for several facts:

Lineage A is 2 mutations closer to known bat viruses.

Lineage B was found before A.

Lineage B has more diversity than Lineage A, over time, showing that it did start/spread earlier.

Lineage B was found at the market in early December.

The earliest Lineage A cases were found very near the market, later in December

Both lineages were found in environmental samples at the market.

Two spillovers at the market neatly explains all of these facts. Other theories are more complicated:

• If lineage A didn’t start at the market, why are the December lineage A cases found so close?
• The earliest lineage A case was found before the search could have been biased.
• If you think lineage A was widespread before the market, why is the viral diversity lower?
• If you think lineage A was low prevalence before, then why was the market the one and only superspreader event?



If lineage A is the root, it looks like it hasn’t evolved enough, compared to lineage B.



Pekar plotted the lineages with a 2 nucleotide gap, which is correct if you think A started first.



Lineage B has more diversity than Lineage A, over time
531 lineage B genomes sampled up to mid February
256 lineage A genomes sampled

Image plotted without the
2 nucleotide gap between A and B,
to show relative diversity

(a few overlapping points disappear)



This is true across multiple data sources.

Jesse Bloom wrote his paper on “deleted early sequences”. His paper confirmed what was true
in all other datasets – there are more lineage B than lineage A cases.

https://twitter.com/acritschristoph/status/1534913339402461185/photo/1


Here’s some early data from Zhongnan hospital:

A few things to notice:

Zhongnan hospital is the one right
next to the Wuhan institute of virology.

There are twice as many Lineage B
genomes as there are Lineage A.

There are no intermediates.

A proCov2 genome was found in here
and used as the outgroup, but it looks
like only one sample.

A few of these samples were already
evolving D614G.

Data from Eddie Holmes.

Note that I converted S/L lineages into A/B.
Also, the original diagram had colors swapped
on left and right for confusing reasons, so I fixed it.
You can tell which colors are correct based on where
the outgroup rooting is placed in each diagram.

https://twitter.com/edwardcholmes/status/1638066518998290433


Probability



With 1 lineage, the odds are 1 in 10,000 that the market 
would be the first cluster of cases, if this was a lab leak.

With 2 lineages, the odds are 1 in 100 million that the virus 
would come from the lab to the market twice.

Since I want to steelman the lab leak theory, I will instead 
consider the possibility that it looks like 2 spillovers by 
chance.

Pekar’s paper says there’s a 3% chance it would look like 2 
lineages by chance. (He says it’s bayes factor 4.2)

Figure from Pekar et al, 2022

https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/science.abp8337


Why C/C ancestor is unlikely



Why 2 lineages are unlikely from a single introduction



Probabilities:

The odds of a lab leak are even lower than 3%.

If you think lineage A came from the lab, you need to explain why B looks older than A, and has more diversity.

That’s bayes factor 48. Even if you ignore all the market genomes, it’s bayes factor of 11.



Probabilities:

The first 2 lineage A cases were found closer to the market
than expected by chance, if you think covid was actually 
all over town. (p = .001)

Maybe that’s a bayes factor of 50? Or 100?

(depends on your exact model of how close cases should
be distributed for a market origin)

Remember that one of these two cases was diagnosed before
the connection was known between the market and covid,
so that can’t be ascertainment bias.



Multiple spillovers are normal.

SARS had > 10 spillovers.

MERS had multiple spillovers.

https://elifesciences.org/articles/31257


When covid infected mink farms, it spilled over
back into humans, multiple times.

Covid infected hamsters also reinfected humans,
multiple times.

Figure from Lu et al, 2021

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-021-27096-9
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-021-27096-9
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-022-00322-0#:~:text=Hamsters%20are%20only%20the%20second,%2DCoV%2D2%20to%20humans.&text=Pet%20hamsters%20probably%20carried%20the,viral%20samples%20from%20the%20rodents
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-021-27096-9


Note the inconsistency here – Yuri says 2 mutations is likely, when he wants it to not be 2 spillovers,

But he says 1 mutation is unlikely, when he wants to prove that lineage A has been around for a while.

Statements like this need to be quantified and integrated into a model of the outbreak. That’s what Pekar 2022 did.

First Lineage A sample had one mutation:



Also, some Lineage B patients at the market had 1-2 mutations:



We can also just look it over time: by the time lineage A has had one mutation, lineage B has had two:



Pekar erratum



This is from the preprint:

This is the latest version:

From the published paper:

https://zenodo.org/records/6291628
http://web.archive.org/web/20230310013415/https:/www.science.org/doi/full/10.1126/science.abp8337


The erratum raises some interesting questions about peer review.

Science is falsifiable. If a paper is wrong, it can get corrected by simply pointing out the flaws.

The lab leak theory is decentralized, so there’s no one place to try to correct it. Much of it is not published or peer 
reviewed, so there’s no easy way to correct it when it is wrong.

I’ve asked lab leak theorists a lot of questions, when I disagreed with something or did not understand their 
arguments. Usually, one of three things happens:

• I get no response.
• I’m told to reread the argument that I think is wrong.
• My account gets blocked.

On the rare occasion that I see one lab leak supporter change their mind about something disproven, I also see 
many others still citing the same disproven arguments.

A wise or sensible person might eventually conclude that lab leak is not a theory that you can argue with.

I’m neither wise, nor sensible, so I instead decided to bet $100,000 against it.



Intermediate genomes

There are 787 near-full-length A or B genomes sampled by February 14, 2020.

There are also 20 genomes of intermediates:  C/C or T/T

The intermediates can be excluded for a few different reasons.



1. It’s sometimes an issue of low read depth. 

Pekar excluded one C/C genome from South Korea with low sequencing depth (< 10X) at position 28144 (it also shared 
three mutations with non-intermediates)

A T/T genome sampled in Singapore had low coverage at both 8782 and 28144 (≤10×)

Three T/T genomes from Wuhan had low depth and indeterminate assignment at position 8782:

Where do false intermediate genomes come from?



2. Early in the pandemic a few people around the world used a bioinformatics pipeline that called the 
reference base at positions with no read coverage.

This means that many lineage A genomes would have coverage at one position, but not the other, which 
would then get the B reference genotype, creating an intermediate.

One study in Sichuan, China found 12 C/C intermediates, but these were actually not full sequences, the 
extra positions were just filled in by that software.

If only one of the two positions gets sequenced, 

Where do false intermediate genomes come from?



3. Pekar 2022 can exclude some intermediates based
on shared mutations.

Those "intermediate" genomes share multiple other exact 
mutations of known lineage A viruses. So either there was 
perfect convergent evolution of those mutations in a 
hypothetical intermediate lineage and lineage A, or the 
"intermediate" genome was just lineage A with a miscall 
at one of the two sites. The first possibility is extremely 
improbable.

Where do false intermediate genomes come from?



Washburne, Massey, and Yuri made a list of more genomes, they’re mostly from the same Sichuan study:



I looked these all up on GISAID.
They’re all from the same Sichuan lab.

The same lab that Pekar already talked to
and confirmed that their software filled in
partial reads with Lineage B data.

Also, none of these are early genomes.

And most aren’t even from Wuhan.

If C/C was the original virus, then you would
see early C/C genomes in Wuhan. And you
would see them across various labs and papers,
not just at only one lab that used
misleading software.

https://gisaid.org/


Other scientists have already pointed out this exact problem:



Massey might have tipped his hand to some of the deception here, he changed the font for one of these samples:

 (EPI_ISL_453783 = EPI_ISL_452363, which was already
considered in Pekar’s paper, but it had two sample numbers
and Massey decided to cite the other number)

https://twitter.com/stevenemassey/status/1572578841536925697


4. Only C/C or T/T could be the intermediate.

DRASTIC often claims examples of both.

T/T is the most unlikely because of C->T mutation bias.

C/C is more likely, but Pekar’s model finds that a C/C ancestor is highly unlikely to cause 2 equal polytomies.

Where do false intermediate genomes come from?



A20 sample



Stages of Denial for A20 sample:

• It’s not important
• It’s only 1 sample
• It turned from lineage B into lineage A during culturing
• It’s fake
• The glove came from the lab



Known Lab leak explanations for the lineage A sample:
It’s meaningless, it’s fake, or “the glove came from the lab”



Yuri says that it’s only 1 of 69 positive samples.
That’s misleading because only 5 were sequenced fully.

Some people argued that vendor never used gloves.
Babar found a picture of gloves in his shop:

https://twitter.com/babarlelephant/status/1656961491696771073/photo/1


Rootclaim was confused on how
many samples were sequenced:

Many samples were PCR+, but most don’t have full coverage of the SARS2 genome:



Market samples: I said at the last debate that only 4 were sequenced.
After checking, it’s actually five samples: F13, F54, B5, A61, and A20.

But there are some which are partially sequenced and you can guess the genome if they have a few
reads which are at either position 8,782 or 28,144.

Most of those have only a few reads, so it’s hard to say for sure.

But one of them looks like it’s lineage A.

Overall, 2 out of 11 samples are lineage A, 9 are lineage B.



Steven Quay made this diagram showing that he thinks the A20 read counts are too high for the PCR cycle threshold



I tried to reproduce Steven Quay’s diagram, but I used total SARS2 reads, not just reads at those 2 positions.

4 points stand out with lots more reads than the others.

Those points stand out because they were sequenced with a different method (SARS2 amplicon sequencing)

https://github.com/sars-cov-2-origins/huanan-market-environment/blob/main/metadata/Sequencing_run_info.tsv


I searched around a little more and found that those 4 samples had also been sequenced the same way.

If you use an apples to apples comparison, A20 now fits right in the trendline.



Incidentally, the R2 value gets very low if you take out the 3 samples with a lower cycle threshold,
so I’m not entirely convinced that this method of analysis is robust, to begin with.
But Quay’s mistake is obviously that he compared samples sequenced with different methods.



Sample A20 has 2 mutations: C6145T and G26262T

Quay suggested these mutations might also be suspicious in some way, perhaps contamination.

That’s possible, but seems harmful to the lab leak theory, since it places the lineage A root at the market.
In other circumstances, Quay has argued that the earliest lineage A root case was very important, because
that was detected at a hotel near the market, not at the market itself.

I scanned through the first 787 other covid genomes and zero of them had these 2 mutations.

Quay also suggested that these mutations could have arisen during culturing or sequencing of the sample:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8rusBBQ5BSI&t=1720s


For the record, it looks like the A20 sample was not cultured:

Env_0313 = F13
Env_0354 = F54
Env_0126 = B5

Env_0020 = A20



On more of a meta level, one hint that Quay may be a bad faith actor is the way he presents himself 



Anti-vaxxers also use white coats and microscopes as props to look like reputable doctors

“Covid-19 vaccine Causes Turbo Cancer”

“Ivermectin is a wonder drug with miraculous 
effectiveness against COVID-19”



The hydroxychloroquine people also used white coats as props:



And this practice has been copied in other countries. Here’s an Eastern European anti-vax protest.
Their protest name translates to “frosty silence of white coats”.

https://rairfoundation.com/molecular-biologist-sona-pekova-the-vaccinated-are-more-likely-to-be-sick-from-omicron-video/


Yuri lacks any skepticism for the sick WIV researchers claims



Yuri was slightly more cautious when Ben Hu was named as patient zero:



Clean Insertion of the Furin Cleavage Site



Kawasaki et al 2023 cultured Influenza A and SARS-CoV-2 in Calu-3 cells, and found something
interesting: Influenza mutates 23 times faster than SARS-CoV-2, per passage:

The authors write:

“These variants are produced through replication 
errors of the viral genome by viral RNA-
dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp)…

The mutation rate of SARS-CoV-2 was 23.9-fold 
lower than that of IAV because of the 
proofreading activity of the SARS-CoV-2 RdRp
complex.”

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC10421855/


“There was no significant difference in the frequency of indels between IAV and SARS-CoV-2…

Our results revealed that the fidelity of SARS-CoV-2 genome replication was 23.9-fold higher 
than that of IAV. This higher fidelity of the SARS-CoV-2 RdRp complex is thought to be mainly 
due to the proofreading activity of the 3′-to-5′ exoribonuclease activity of the viral protein, 
nsp14.

In contrast, there was no significant difference in the frequencies of indels between IAV and 
SARS-CoV-2, suggesting that SARS-CoV-2 does not have a special mechanism to prevent 
insertion and deletion in its genome replication and the process works as well as that in IAV.”

But they also found that that SARS-CoV-2’s proofreading mechanism does not work for
insertions and deletions. Those are equally common for influenza and SARS-CoV-2.

That might be a simple explanation for why the furin cleavage site looks inserted.



Mink evolution



Table. Early evolutionary rates of SARS-CoV-2 in mink vs. humans

Study Host Country subst/site/year mutations/year

Lu et al. (2021), Nature 
Communications

Mink Netherlands (Cluster A) 1.41 × 10−3 (95% HPD of 
1.2 × 10−3 to 1.75 × 10−3)

42.2 (35.8 to 52.3)

Mink Netherlands (Clusters A-E) 7.9 × 10−4 (95% HPD of 
7.2 × 10−4 to 8.4 × 10−4)

23.6 (21.5 to 25.1)

Porter et al. (2023), Virus 
Evolution

Mink Netherlands 1.83 × 10−3 (95% HPD of 1.3 ×
10−3 to 2.41 × 10−3)

54.7 (38.9 to 72.1)

Mink Denmark 2.43 × 10−4 [95% HDP of 1.76 
× 10−4 to 3.17 × 10−4]

7.3 (5.3 to 9.5)

Tan et al. (2022), Nature 
Communications

Mink, deer, 
and humans

Denmark, Latvia, 
Netherlands, and Poland

~ 6.45 ± 0.4 × 10−4 ~ 19.3 ± 1.2

McBride et al. (2023), Nature 
Communications

Human China 1.3 × 10−3 (95% HPD of 1.1 to 
1.6 × 10−3)

38.9 (32.9 to 47.8)

Li et al. (2020), Journal of 
Medical Virology

Human China 1.19 to 1.31 × 10-3 35.5 to 39.2

Chaw et al. (2020), Journal of 
Biomedical Science

Human Worldwide 2.4 × 10−3 (95% HDP of 1.5 
× 10−3 to 3.3 × 10−3)

71.7 (44.9 to 98.7)

Since Yuri and I disagreed on this, I did a quick review of all the mink evolution literature:

Yuri’s values?                   6.59*10^-3                                 198

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-021-27096-9#Abs1
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC9896948/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC9142586/
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-023-40706-y
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7228310/
https://jbiomedsci.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12929-020-00665-8#Abs1


Yuri cited the rate from Porter et al 2023, which cites several very different numbers.

I haven’t read the paper well enough to understand the range they’re giving.

But it’s pretty clear that he picked the highest possible value you can find in the literature,
which is a clear outlier from the rest of the published research.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC9896948/


Sampling maps



Liu et al 2023 data includes 
positive and negative
sample numbers

Jan 1st sampling focused on 
stalls with known cases and 
blocks near these cases



Jan 12th testing focused on
the 7 wildlife shops

2 shops tested positive

6-29: raccoon dog shop,
5 positive samples. 2 positives taken later
from water drains.

8-25: hedgehog shop, 1 positive
sample this day.
More positive samples taken in February.
Positive warehouse samples associated
with this shop.



Jan 23rd to Mar 2nd

A number of shops were retested,
with an emphasis on 6/29 and 8/25.

Shop 6/29 retests were negative after
Jan 12th (but the 6/29 drains were
still positive until February 15th)

6 positive samples in Shop 8/25.
Tests were positive until Feb 15th.

One other positive test in the market:
5th street stairs between floor
1 and 2. That could be stairs up to other
shops or it could be the stairs up to
the Mahjong room. Samples within
the Mahjong room itself were negative.



Sample “5 stair1-2”:
Some people think that’s the stairs to the mahjong room,
others think it’s stairs up to the second floor.

A store called Eyeglass city, on the second floor, was still open
after the market downstairs was closed.

https://twitter.com/franciscodeasis/status/1643995222429569024/photo/1


Liu et al 2023 says that the staircase sample is not the mahjong room stairs, but online opinions vary.

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-023-06043-2


Drain sampling in the market points to shop 6/29

Jan 27th - 29th

4 out of 60 drains
test positive.

One is shop 6-29.



Drain sampling in the market points to shop 6/29

Feb 9th - 15th

3 of 17 drains test 
positive: only shop 6-29 
drain and two places 
downstream.

(these two downstream
drains were not
sampled in January)



Inconsistency with saying whether or not spatial distribution is important



But people use the Weibo data to point to the WIV and also
to point to the “old location of the Wuhan CDC”

And they also made a big deal about that December 8th case near the lab, before he ended up on December 16th.



Fur Farms



Outbreaks on fur farms in the EU, 2021 and 2022.
There was one reported outbreak on a Polish raccoon dog farm, in 2021.

https://www.ecdc.europa.eu/sites/default/files/documents/susceptibility-cov-2-animals-february-2022.pdf


Raccoon Dog population map:



Comparing to SARS



Rootclaim asks why SARS1 made it to multiple cities and Covid only spilled over in Hubei



This is what SARS would look like, with the speed of China’s 2020 response:

It wouldn’t even be in another town by the time the market closed, it would barely be in 4 by the Wuhan lockdowns.



Here’s what actually
happened with Covid
during that time period.

It’s all over China because it’s
so contagious.

If there was a second, smaller 
spillover 4-6 weeks later, would 
you even notice that?

Figures from Yang et al, 2020

https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.02.10.20021675v1.full.pdf


Zoomed in a bit for detail



Mapped along with the
railway network.



Zoomed In:



Antarctica soil samples:

Soil samples sent to China for sequencing picked up 
sequences of Covid sequenced on the same machine.

Jesse Bloom wrote a thread suggesting this
provided evidence of earlier covid strains in Wuhan.

Kristian Andersen debunked it – the sequences show 
unique mutations seen only in later covid strains.

Alex Crits Christoph also left a comment on the paper.

Also, these were sequenced at a different lab than the
WIV uses.

The authors also have a history of misinterpreting
sequencing data.

Tabloid news summary:

https://www.researchsquare.com/article/rs-1330800/v1
https://twitter.com/jbloom_lab/status/1491297779855278082
https://twitter.com/K_G_Andersen/status/1491617642955755524
https://www.researchsquare.com/article/rs-1330800/v1
https://twitter.com/mvargam/status/1491608829859094533


Incidentally, there was also a previous effort to look at all SRA samples to look for pre-pandemic
covid contamination. It didn’t turn up anything, anywhere in the world:

https://twitter.com/BallouxFrancois/status/1491431327358668801


Probabilities



Probabilities:

Odds DEFUSE grant happened secretly at the WIV (40% – this is Rootclaim’s number, I think it’s lower, but I’m steelmanning)
they had a suitable secret virus * (1 in 1,000 – based on Latinne FOIA, 2018 paper, sampling rates. This could be lower)
they recognized the spike was interesting * (1 in 10? It’s not much like SARS, but maybe they could measure ACE2 binding)
they made a reverse genetics system for it, instead of using an existing backbone * (1 in 100 – no good reason)
they inserted a furin cleavage site * (1 in 1 – probably lower, but I’m steelmanning here, I’ll just give lab leak this one)
they put the site at S1/S2, not S2’ * (1 in 2 – maybe not a huge deal)
they chose RRAR * (1 in 10 – A is weird, but not highly detrimental. K works much better)
they chose PRRAR * (1 in 20 – This one is really weird and hard to explain)
they inserted it out of frame * (1 in 6 – let’s assume that’s in the secret virus, 6 different codons for serine)
they did the experiments with live virus, not pseudovirus (1 in 2? Unclear what DEFUSE intended, probably lower)
they found some effective way to culture it * (1 in 10? – most cultures/animals fail to make SARS2, assume they’re lucky)
they never published any of the work leading up to this * (1 in 10? could be lower/higher, hard to guess here)
what they created leaked * (1 in 50 – normally 1 in 500, but adjust generously upwards to steelman – BSL-2, live virus, etc)
the leak started an outbreak * (1 in 3)
it only showed up at the market * (1 in 10,000 – use ratio of Wuhan vendors to Wuhan population, or use traffic analysis)
it showed up at the market twice * (1 in 2,000 – it could look like 2 lineages by chance, but that’s very unlikely)
this all happened in the same month the SARS outbreak started * (1 in 6? or 1 in 4, or ignore seasonality, not a big deal)
the most positive samples happened to be in a shop selling susceptible animals * (1 in 68)
that shop was one of the only three (in town) previously fined for selling illegal wildlife * (3 in 10)
the cover-up was so good that neither DRASTIC nor the US government has solved this (1 in 10 – could be lower or higher)

Uses real data.                                       Can be estimated from other experiments Hard number to guess



Odds of a secret starting virus?

DEFUSE grant says they’ll collect 3,000 samples (page 31). That’s going to yield ~30 sarbecoviruses.

The odds of finding one like BANAL-52 are ~1 in 100, if you look at exactly the right location in Laos.

But they’re much lower elsewhere. The WIV plans to sample in their known bat cave. They’ve already sampled there,
100? 200? times, without finding as SARS2 family virus. Looking for 30 more viruses there isn’t likely to get one.

We’ve never found a virus that’s 99+% similar to SARS-CoV-2, among hundreds of sarbecoviruses.
So maybe the odds get even lower if you need it to be a very specific one.



On the high end, assume the WIV found 1 virus (RATG-13) 96% similar to SARS2 out of ~200 previous viruses.

Assume they find 30 new viruses. 30* (1/200) = 15% odds of finding another like RATG-13.

But, RATG-13 isn’t close enough to make SARS2, it needs the correct RBD.

Maybe 5 sarbecoviruses have that (3 BANAL viruses, 1 from Yunnan, 1 from vietnam) out of 1,500 total.
30 * (5/1,500) = 10%.

But 4 of those aren’t close to SARS2, outside the RBD, you really need something like BANAL-52:
30 * (1/1,500) = 2%

BANAL is still only 97%, it really needs to be 99+%
Maybe you need to adjust downward for that. By how much?

And then adjust downwards again for the fact that all these FOIA attempts and uncovered papers don’t have
any relevant viruses, and no evidence has shown up of secret sampling trips. Adjust downwards for that.

I went with 1 in 1,000.

But it’s definitely hard to know, when you’re claiming secret research programs and secret viruses.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC10560225/


Odds they would find a SARS2 precursor interesting?

DEFUSE was interested in ACE2 interaction,
But they were also interested in spike similarity (to SARS)

DEFUSE says they were interested in “closely related
strains” with “< 5% nucleotide variation”, presumably
measured from SARS.



Odds of a WIV1 backbone vs full-length backbone?

Let’s assume that what they’re doing is likely to leak, because you think the lab is highly unsafe.

So, first they’re going to create 180 chimeras in a WIV1/WIV16/SHC014 backbone, to categorize the spikes of all the
viruses they already have.

Then they’re going to make up to 30 more, if they find 30 new viruses.

Then they’re possibly going to make 3-5 full length viruses per year, but it’s hard to understand which ones and what
they would prioritize. It sounds like those are the ones 95% similar to SARS. You need some odds for which one they picked.

That’s ~210 chances for a virus to leak, before you even get to making the full length viruses.

So the first virus that leaks is going to only be 3-5/200 odds that it’s one of the full length recreated ones (1-2% range).

And the full length ones probably aren’t going to be SARS-CoV-2 anyways.



Suppose you think that SARS-CoV-2 is the only one likely to leak, because it has special features (i.e. the right RBD).

You’d still expect the SARS2 spike chimera to leak before the full length version. (wouldn’t WIV1 still infect people, if
it had a SARS2 like RBD and a furin cleavage site?)

Suppose you also think, like Yuri did, that they put an optimal FCS in first (RRKR), then tried different ones.

Then the RRKR one is likely to leak first, before they get to something weird like PRRAR.


